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Sammanfattning
Denna rapport beskriver ett examensarbete genomfört på Degoo Backup AB i Stockholm under våren 2012. Syftet var att
designa en kompressionssvit i Java vilket siktar på att förbättra kompressionsgraden för filtyper som anses vara vanliga att
användas i en säkerhetskopieringsprogramvara. En avvägning mellan kompressionsgrad och kompressionshastighet har
gjort för att uppfylla kravet att kompressionssviten ska kunna komprimera data tillräckligt snabbt. En studie över de bäst
presterande existerande kompressionsalgoritmerna har gjorts för att möjliggöra ett val av den bäst anpassade
kompressionsalgoritmen för varje tänkbar situation. Dessutom har filtypsspecifika komprimeringsalgoritmer utvecklats för
att ytterligare förbättra kompressionsgraden för filer som anses var av behov av förbättrad komprimering. Den resulterande
kompressionsprestandan finns presenterad för filtyper som antas vara vanliga i en säkerhetskopieringsprogramvara och på
det hela taget är prestandan bra. Slutsatsen är att kompressionssviten uppfyller alla krav som var uppsatta för detta
examensarbete.
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Abstract
This report describes a master thesis performed at Degoo Backup AB in Stockholm, Sweden in
the spring of 2012. The purpose was to design a compression suite in Java which aims to
improve the compression ratio for file types assumed to be commonly used in a backup
software. A tradeoff between compression ratio and compression speed has been made in
order to meet the requirement that the compression suite has to be able to compress the data
fast enough. A study of the best performing existing compression algorithms has been made in
order to be able to choose the best suitable compression algorithm for every possible scenario
and file type specific compression algorithms have been developed in order to further improve
the compression ratio for files considered needing improved compression. The resulting
compression performance is presented for file types assumed to be common in a backup
software and the overall performance is good. The final conclusion is that the compression
suite fulfills all requirements set of this thesis.

Sammanfattning
Denna rapport beskriver ett examensarbete genomfört på Degoo Backup AB i Stockholm under
våren 2012. Syftet var att designa en kompressionssvit i Java vilket siktar på att förbättra
kompressionsgraden för filtyper som anses vara vanliga att användas i en
säkerhetskopieringsprogramvara.
En
avvägning
mellan
kompressionsgrad
och
kompressionshastighet har gjort för att uppfylla kravet att kompressionssviten ska kunna
komprimera data tillräckligt snabbt. En studie över de bäst presterande existerande
kompressionsalgoritmerna har gjorts för att möjliggöra ett val av den bäst anpassade
kompressionsalgoritmen för varje tänkbar situation. Dessutom har filtypsspecifika
komprimeringsalgoritmer utvecklats för att ytterligare förbättra kompressionsgraden för filer
som anses var av behov av förbättrad komprimering. Den resulterande
kompressionsprestandan finns presenterad för filtyper som antas vara vanliga i en
säkerhetskopieringsprogramvara och på det hela taget är prestandan bra. Slutsatsen är att
kompressionssviten uppfyller alla krav som var uppsatta för detta examensarbete.
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Abbreviations

General terms
CPU

Central Processing Unit

RAM

Random Access Memory

(I)DCT

(Inverse) Discrete Cosine Transform

JPEG

Joint Photographic Experts Group

PNG

Portable Network Graphics

PDF

Portable Document Format

DOCX

Office Open XML Document

XLSX

Office Open XML Workbook

PPTX

Office Open XML Presentation

Compression related terms
BWT

Burrows-Wheeler transform

LZ77

Lempel-Ziv compression method 77

LZ78

Lempel-Ziv compression method 78

LZMA

Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain Algorithm based on LZ77

PPM

Prediction by Partial Match compression method

RLE

Run Length Encoding compression method

ZRL

Zero Run Length

Huffman

Optimal compression method

DEFLATE

Popular compression method based on LZ77 and Huffman coding
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Definitions
Compression ratio
The ratio between compressed data size and uncompressed data size. Sometimes also called
compression power.

Compression savings
The amount of reduction in data size relative to the uncompressed data size.

Lossless data compression
Compression of data with the ability to fully restore the original data.

Notations
CR

Compression ratio

CS

Compression speed

Ds

Decompression speed
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
This report is the result of a master thesis made in the spring of 2012 at Degoo Backup AB in
Stockholm.
This section of the report describes why compression is so important in the modern day
society and what target this master thesis aims to accomplish in this area. Definition of the
problem as well as chosen method to solve this problem is also described briefly. A short
description how the rest of the report is structured is also presented.

1.1 Background
The start of the digital era brought many new interesting applications and new ways of
thinking into the world of science. This is where the term information theory started to
develop as a result of a work presented by Claude Shannon in the late 1940’s. Inside this
information theory was a theorem that said that given a source with a known distribution it is
possible to remove some data from that source and still be able to recover all data. This is
what data compression is all about.
After a famous algorithm called Huffman coding was introduced in 1952 many though that no
more research was needed in this area because Huffman was performing optimally. A few
decades later several new algorithms were starting to develop which fixed some of the
problems that had been discovered with the Huffman algorithm.
In the latter days of the digital era when the use of Internet along with the required bandwidth
and transfer speeds has increases rapidly data compression has become an important factor
which is used almost everywhere in the digital world. By using good and efficient compression
algorithms fewer data bits have to be transferred for the same message which lowers the
overall stress on the internet and therefore increases the number of people possible to
connect to the internet at the same time or allowing more bandwidth to users. Compression is
also used on hard drives to minimize the amount of storage space needed which allows
greater number of data to be saved.
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1.2 Problem definition
The idea that Degoo Backup AB has is to create a peer-to-peer online backup service where all
data from one user is compressed, encrypted and replicated as fragments on other users
connected to the system instead of saving the data from all users on one server.
In order to maximize the overall performance and usefulness of the system a maximization of
the compression ratio of the data to backup has to be made. By improving the compression
ratio a reduction of storage usage, bandwidth usage and CPU-usage is possible. It therefore
has huge implication on the overall performance of the system.
In order not to make the user affected by the fact that the software is running in the
background some requirement of how resource intense the compression are has to be made.
On the other end, the performance of the compression should not be the bottleneck of the
software since there are other areas that probably require more processing power and
memory usage like the channel coding which is used to detect and correct errors.
The files that are going to be compressed are split in data blocks with sizes normally varying
from 24 MB to 48 MB. The data blocks can contain several small files, parts of a large file or in
some cases both. The last data block that is going to be compressed can have any size varying
from 100 B up to 48 MB since there might not be any more files that can fill up the data block
to its minimum size of 24 MB.
The fundamentals of the software regarding the compression can be seen in Figure 1-1.

Breakpoint

File

File

File

Breakpoint

File

File

File

Breakpoint

File

File

Data block

Data block

Data block

Compressed block

Compressed …

Compressed…

Sent to channel coding and replicated to other users in the system

Figure 1-1: System structure regarding the compression.
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1.3 Aim
This master thesis aims to design a lossless compression suite which fulfills the following
requirements:



The compression ratio should be maximized as long as the average compression speed
has to be quicker than 1 MB/s.
The memory usage should not exceed 100 - 250 MB when compressing a chunk of
data between 24 - 48 MB.

In order to meet these requirements a tradeoff has to be made between compression ratio
and compression speed. Since decompression speed in general are higher than compression
speed there are no special requirements on this.
Since the compression and decompression speed are heavily dependent of the present
hardware used the 1 MB/s requirement for the compression speed is targeted for an average
computer system.
The compression suite should be implemented in Java, mainly because it makes the integration
with the rest of the system easy since it is written in Java. Other programming languages may
be used if considered necessary for certain algorithms.
A more of an emotional than practical aim is for the compression ratio to be better than 67%
when compressing a large amount of files. If this is accomplished there is no over allocation of
available storage space since the replication factor of a data block is 1.5.

1.4 Method
The main focus for this master thesis will be to analyze existing lossless compression
algorithms and methods and see how well they perform. The methods that have the highest
potentials will be integrated into the compression suite for further analyzing and testing.
Modifications may be needed for some algorithms in order to maximize the performance.
By cleverly identify and use specially designed compression algorithms for certain files where
any common compression algorithms performs badly will boost the performance further.
Another way of boosting overall performance is to choose not to compress some files at all.
The files that will not be compressed are either considered to be too time consuming to
compress or because any attempt to compress these files usually results in a compressed file
size near the original file size.
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An assumption on what kind of file types a typical user may want to backup has to be made in
order to be able to narrow down this problem so it fit the time limitations of the master thesis
and to hopefully increase the performance of the compression suite compared to not
assuming anything at all.
In order to compare two or more compression algorithms against each other in a fair way a
good efficiency measure has to be defined.

1.5 Test setup
To allow for fair and comparable results for different kinds of test data a uniform test
environment and test procedure has to be set up.

1.5.1 Stationary test environment
All tests that are presented in this report have been performed with the computer
configuration as seen in Figure 1-2.
Processor

Intel® Core™ 2 Quad Q9550 @ 2.83 GHz

RAM

4 GB DDR2 @ 1066 MHz

Graphics

ATI Radeon™ HD 4870 1 GB GDDR5

Motherboard

Asus P5Q-PRO

Hard disk drive

Intel 520 series 120 GB SSD

Operating system

Windows 7 Ultimate x64

Java SDK

Java 7 update 3 x86

Software

IntelliJ IDEA 11.1

Monitoring

Java VisualVM

Figure 1-2: Stationary test environment.

The system that is described here is assumed to roughly represent an average user’s stationary
computer system.
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1.5.2 Laptop test environment
Some results that has been presented in this report have been performed with the computer
configuration as seen in Figure 1-3.
Processor

AMD® Fusion E350 @ 1.6GHz

RAM

4 GB DDR3

Graphics

ATI Radeon™ HD 6310

Hard disk drive

500 GB 5400 RPM

Operating system

Windows 7 Home Premium x64

Java SDK

Java 7 update 3 x86

Software

IntelliJ IDEA 11.1

Monitoring

Java VisualVM

Figure 1-3: Laptop test environment.

The system that is described here is assumed to represent a low-end user’s laptop computer
system.

1.5.3 Test procedure
All results presented in this report are performed with 20 iterations if nothing else is stated for
that particular test for the given data set or data sets. The iterations are made both for
compression and decompression in order to get a resulting average value usable for further
analyzes.
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1.6 Report structure
The remaining part of this report is structured in the following way:








Theory section where general compression is discussed as well as analyses of some
compression algorithms which will be used or examined closer in this master thesis.
Approach section where motivations of decisions that has been made and the final
implementation are presented.
Implementation section where a brief overview of the structure of the compression
suite and what decisions are made prior to compression.
Results section where the final result of the master thesis is presented.
Conclusion section where good and bad things that occurred along the way are
discussed together with some suggestions on where future work should be focused.
References
section which presents all material that has made this master thesis possible.

Although the implementation of algorithms and the designing of the compression suite in Java
were a big part of this master thesis it will not be described here in much detail. The focus
instead lies on why and how certain algorithms work well or not for this particular problem. If
there are some Java-based limitations or certain features that can be exploited it will be
mentioned.

7 Theory

2 Theory
Throughout this master thesis a number of different compression algorithms has been
encountered and studied. The best performing compression algorithms were then examined
more closely and the fundamentals of these algorithms are briefly described in this section in
order to get some knowledge of their differences and similarities.

2.1 Adaptive dictionary
Adaptive dictionary based compression began with the work of Abraham Lempel and Jacob Ziv
resulting in one compression algorithm in 1977 (LZ77) and one in 1978 (LZ78). LZ77 is a
dictionary based compression algorithm that encodes references to previously occurred
symbols in order to achieve good compression, further described in [1]. LZ78 instead encodes
a reference to a table containing previously occurred symbol patterns, described in [2].

2.1.1 Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain Algorithm
Since the publications of LZ77 and LZ78 several different variants and improved versions of the
algorithms have been published. One of them being Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain Algorithm
(LZMA).
LZMA was first used in the achieving compression software 7-zip around 20011. It combines
the fundamentals of the LZ77 compression algorithm together with Markov chain and a variant
of arithmetic coding called range encoder.
Unlike previous Lempel-Ziv algorithms LZMA uses literals and phrases instead of the bytebased structure. The advantage of this as LZMA avoids mixing unrelated content which
improves the compression ratio. LZMA is described in the 7-zip standard in [3].

1

LZMA seems to be unpublished before the release of 7-zip in 2001-08-30 but development file history
indicates that the algorithm has been in development since 1996.
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2.1.2 LZMA2
LZMA2 is simply a container for LZMA streams that can identify the content and use different
parameters for the LZMA stream and therefore achieve higher compression ratio than by using
one static LZMA stream. One LZMA2 stream can contain several LZMA streams as well as
uncompressed streams for certain kinds of data. XZ Utils describes LZMA2 briefly in [4].

2.2 Burrows-Wheeler Transform
The Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) is a context-based compression algorithm often used
with a method called move-to-front (MTF) to further increase the compression ratio. BWT
works by taking a block of data and creating a table containing all cyclic shifts of the data and
sort them alphabetically. Two lists are used to rebuild the data upon decompression; one
containing the first column from the sorted table and one containing the last column of the
sorted table. A further description of the algorithm is presented in [5].

9 Approach

3 Approach
The work load is divided into a few different areas of focus in order to be able to maximize the
performance of the compression for this particular problem and get a result that is better than
if only one common algorithm would be implemented and without making any improvements
to that algorithm.

3.1 Common file types
A good estimate of the most common file types is one of the most important things to obtain
knowledge about in order to be able to extract the full potential of a compression suite whose
goal is to operate on files that people choose to backup. This is mainly because if one type of
file is particular common, those files will probably consume a majority part of the available
storage space in the system and an improved compression on this file types will yield a better
average compression ratio compared to if no improvement of the compression ratio for these
file type is developed.
By using a better compression algorithm compared to a reference compression algorithm the
compression-ratio will be improved which will enhance the overall performance of the system
in terms of available storage space and faster download and upload times. All those things
allow more users to be connected to the system and therefore make the entire service more
reliable and perform better as there are more nodes which possibly could hold one user's data.
The chance that more users are located near each other also increases which may improve
download and upload times even further.
To get a good estimate of the most common file types some assumptions have been made.
Those assumptions are based on the following things:




Personal files have a high priority.
Files that cannot be downloaded elsewhere have a high priority.
Work/education related documents are valuable.

When considering these things above it is easy to see that file types such as MP3, AVI or EXE
might not be so common to backup while file types such as DOC, PDF and JPEG probably are
more common.
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Together with the conditions above a small survey was made to get an initial guess of which
files people might want to backup. A total of 92 different files where received during this
survey and the resulting file types and their combined sizes can be seen in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Resulting file types of a small backup survey.

File type

Number of files

Storage space [bytes]

Storage space [percent]

JPEG

45

71468082

73,87%

PDF

21

11267637

11,65%

DOCX

13

1558474

1,61%

DOC

4

367104

0,38%

XLSX

3

97104

0,10%

WMA

2

5916092

6,12%

ZIP

2

5327368

5,51%

PPTX

1

740023

0,76%

TXT

1

1301

0,00%

92

96743185

100%

Total

Although certain file types may be more common than another file type in terms of total
number of files it is not certain that those files will be larger in storage consumption. When
looking at Table 3-1 and the ZIP file type it is easy to see that although it is not the most
common file type in number of files, only 2 out of 77, or around 3%, it still consumes almost
6 % of the combined file size. Compare that to PDF which in number of files represents almost
23 % but only consumes a little more than 11 % of storage space. This suggests that, in this
particular case, ZIP files are worth looking at, at least later on.
Keeping the survey fresh in mind it can be assumed that files such as images (JPEG) and
documents (DOC/DOCX, PDF) are good to concentrate on in the beginning. ZIP files have a
special relationship with Open Office XML files (DOCX, XLSX and PPTX) which will be explained
and exploited in section 3.4.2 of this report.
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3.2 Efficiency measure
If several compression algorithms should be compared against each other it is a very good idea
to have an efficiency measure that reflects the given problem and what the compression suite
is aimed to accomplish. The most important factor of the compression suite is compression
ratio closely followed by compression speed.
After trying several different structures and variants of efficiency measures on several data
blocks of varying sizes and content the final measure was chosen as (3.1).
(3.1)

Where

The parameters

and were chosen as

An explanation of how these parameters affect the result of an algorithm is that algorithm X
has the same efficiency as algorithm Y if X achieves 5% better compression than Y when the
speed weight for X is twice as large as for Y. In the speed weight calculation, compression
speed is 100 times more important than decompression speed. If X compresses data better
without getting a higher speed weight it will get a higher score than Y. The opposite applies as
well where if X has a higher speed weight Y will get a better score.
The parameters and were chosen as they were because it seemed that they gave a good
balance between compression ratio and speed weight.
If may be that noticed there is no memory usage accounted for in (3.1). This is due to the fact
that it is very difficult to measure the total amount of memory used by an algorithm in real
time inside Java. If the memory usage should be estimated inside Java then the individual
compression algorithms have to implement a memory usage function which estimates the
total memory usage, either based on properties of the algorithm and some memory statistics
or by logging every step of the compression process in terms of how much and what data that
is being allocated and used and summarize it afterwards.
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Since this process takes time and because memory usage is not the most important factor for
this problem the solution chosen was to measure the memory usage using an external tool
while running a compression simulation in Java. In this way the memory usage can be
estimated satisfyingly well and by adjusting algorithms and parameters the memory
constraints given by this problem can be reached.

3.3 General compression
Even though it is important to identify common file types and compress these with special
algorithms to achieve a good compression it is also important to use a compression algorithm
which compresses general data fast, efficient and optimally, or near optimally. This general
algorithm will be used when there is no need for special compression or the compression suite
is unable to identify the current file type.
There are a lot of different algorithms which performs optimally or near optimally. In order to
choose the best general algorithm for this problem the first thing that needs to be done is to
get a feeling of the structure of the files that are going to be compressed using this algorithm.
The safe thing to say here is that those files are probably going to contain plain text or binary
data. Plain text files are a special case of binary files which contains text, often encoded using
the 7-bit or the extended 8-bit ASCII scheme or in some cases UTF-8. Generally these files are
not to be confused with text documents produced by Microsoft Word or Open Office Writer
which are not plain text but binary files. Some common plain text file types can be seen in
Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Commonly used plain text file types.

Description

Associated file types

Notepad

.txt, .log, .inc, .ini

C/C++

.h, .hpp, .hxx, .c, .cpp, .cxx, .cc

C#

.cs

Java

.java

Web

.html, .htm, .php, .phtml, .js, .jsp,
.asp, .css, .xml

Public script

.sh, .bsh, .nsi, .nsh, .lua, .pl, .pm,
.py

Property script

.rc, .as, .mx, .vb, .vbs

Fortran

.f, .for, .f90, .f95, .f2k

LaTeX

.tex, .sty

Misc

.nfo, .mak, .cfg

Matlab

.m

Lisp

.lsp

Planning Domain Definition Language

.pddl

The second group of files is binary files which does not have the same encoding structure as
for plain text files where every symbol is encoded using a fix length code. A binary file has no
fixed length coding; instead there is often a deeper structure within the file, typically with a
header, a body and a trailer section. One example of such a file is ZIP. ZIP files have a binary
structure where every zipped file within the ZIP file are stored with a local header and a body
section and at the end of the ZIP file there is a central directory file header. The format of a ZIP
file can be seen in Figure 3-3 under section 3.4.2.2.
One thing to notice is that a plain text file is a special case of binary file where every symbol is
encoded using a fix length code.
When choosing the best general compression algorithm for this problem it is important that
that algorithm can compress binary files as well as plain text files optimally and because of the
reason that if the file type is unknown or no suitable compression algorithm could be found for
that particular file the file will probably be binary to its structure.
One algorithm that has a reputation of being very good at compressing plain text files are
Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT), which is discussed briefly in section 2. Although BWT are
not actually a compression algorithm but rather a transform method it is still useful when
implemented together with a compression algorithm due to the way the transform works. One
popular combination is BWT, Move-to-front (MFT) and Run length encoding (RLE).
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An open source Java-based implementation of bzip2 which uses a combination of RLE, BWT,
MTF, RLE (again) and Huffman coding was found and seems to be a good candidate to test. An
algorithm that works by looking up previously seen combinations of symbols in a dictionary
and which perform well on any binary file was also found as open source and is called LZMA2,
which is discussed briefly in section 2. Prediction by partial matching (PPM) is also a
compression algorithm that usually performs very well on plain text files but due to the fact
that no open source Java implementation of PPM has found during this master thesis the
algorithm was dropped from further analysis.
The algorithms that were chosen to be analyzed further for a final implementation and usage
in the system can be seen in Table 3-3. Their individual functionality and strengths are also
presented. PPM is presented in this figure although it is not analyzed.
Table 3-3: Chosen algorithms to investigate and their functionality and strengths.

Algorithm

Functionality

Strength

PPMD

Predicts the following symbol based on
previous symbols.

Very good plain text
compression.

BWT +MTF + RLE +
Huffman

Transforms the data for easier exploitation of
any redundancy and grouping of symbols and
compresses the transformed data.

Very good plain text
compression.

LZMA

Uses a dictionary to lookup previously
occurring symbols and encodes the index
before sending it.

Very good general
compression and
memory efficient.

LZMA2

Builds upon LZMA and generally generates
higher compression by choosing best suitable
compression parameters for the given data.

Very good general
compression and
memory efficient.

By implementing these algorithms and examine their performance on a variety of different
data sets a choice of which algorithm that seems to fulfill the task best can be made. The
different test scenarios and the calculated efficiency measure for every compression algorithm
can be seen in Table 3-4 to Table 3-5.
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Table 3-4: Compression performance on data set 1: The Canterbury Corpus (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

BWT +MTF + RLE +Huffman

20,3%

4971

15463

321680

LZMA

20.2%

1088

18061

80450

LZMA2

17.4%

739

19279

87360

Table 3-5: Compression performance on data set 2: The Large Corpus (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

BWT +MTF + RLE +Huffman

23.4%

4074

12712

172876

LZMA

30.3%

1313

15352

22900

LZMA2

23.0%

574

18074

32524

After comparing all algorithms against each other the best solution seems to be to let BWT
compress plain text files and let LZMA2 compress binary files where no other file type specific
compression algorithm exists.

3.4 File specific compression
To maximize the performance of the compression suite it is important to use file type specific
compression on certain common file types which cannot be compressed very good by using a
general compression algorithm. Under Section 3.1 Table 3-1 lists file types that seem to be
common to be used in the backup software. By far the most dominating file type in this survey
was the JPEG file type which, as seen Table 3-6, is hard to compress using any general
compression algorithm.
Table 3-6: General compression performance on data set 5: JPEG (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

BWT +MTF + RLE +Huffman

97.5%

2455

7684

3

LZMA2

96.6%

1642

23840

3

This suggests that if a file type specific compression algorithm should be developed a good
beginning should be to focus on JPEG files. Secondly, further compression of PDF and DOCX file
could be important due to their combined storage quota. The compression of these two file
types could be improved by transcoding the files using a better method that the ones already
existing for those files.
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3.4.1 Compressing JPEG files
With inspiration from [6] and [7] an attempt to create a unique JPEG coder was made in the
beginning of this thesis work. The primary steps in the JPEG coder were the following:
1. Decode the JPEG image to its DCT coefficients.
2. Sort the coefficients after frequency in blocks of 8 by 8 nearby coefficients.
3. Predict the lowest frequency coefficients (DC coefficients) by using the Paeth
predictor.
4. Use frequency dependent scanning to exploit certain features in the frequencies.
5. Use a developed variant of RLE together with a variant of VLI coding with Huffman
coding.
Although the first result seemed promising the end result gave the same compression ratio as
the general compression algorithms, which is around the same size as the original JPEG file. It
was very slow since it needs to process the file a lot prior to compression.
After the first attempt of making an own JPEG coder failed the focus was switched from
development to implementation. As the PackJPG software, which is described in [6], had
showed very promising performance according to the authors and were a big influence in the
making of the failed JPEG coder alongside the fact that it is also an open source solution it
seemed to be a very good alternative to be used in a JPEG file type specific compression
algorithm.
Since the compression suite is written in Java and the implementation was written in C++ there
where two options available; one being to implement the algorithm in Java based in the
original C++ source code and the other being to create a bridge between C++ and Java and use
the original code. The latter seemed to be the most clever solution since it is very time
consuming to re-write the algorithm and if the PackJPG source code is updated a new Java rewrite must be done in order to benefit from the updated software. Another reason why the
latter of the two options were chosen was because there is already a software application that
handles the bridging between Java and C++ automatically.
After the PackJPG software was integrated into the compression suite and the bridging was
correctly performed the tests as seen in Table 3-7 and Table 3-8 was made to evaluate the
software's performance in comparison to the default algorithm, LZMA2.
Table 3-7: Comparison between PackJPG and LZMA2 on data set 5 (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

PackJPG

80.4%

1408

1466

21

LZMA2

96.6%

1642

23840

3

Table 3-8: Comparison between PackJPG and LZMA2 on data set 8 (see Appendix A).
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Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

PackJPG

76.4%

1309

1394

35

LZMA2

95.5%

1617

32051

2

As expected, the PackJPG performs extremely well compared to the default compression
algorithm. As may be noticed the decompression speed for PackJPG is in the same range as the
compression speed. This is due to the fact that PackJPG changes the structure of the image file
and needs to reconstruct it upon decompression whereas LZMA2's decompression procedure
is more trivial and straightforward. The fact that the decompression speed is not much faster
than the compression speed does not yield a problem as long it is not slower.

3.4.2 Compressing DEFLATE based files
There exist many file types which include the DEFLATE compression algorithm [8], mostly
because it is a well known algorithm and it is implemented in many different software
applications and several programming languages. The probably most common implementation
of the DEFALTE algorithm is within the ZIP archiver. The most common applications that use
DEFLATE can be seen in Table 3-9.
Table 3-9: Common applications that uses DEFLATE.

Application/file type

Use of DEFLATE

PDF

Can be used to compress plain text.

PNG

Compress image data.

ZIP

Only available compression algorithm.

JAR

The same as ZIP.

DOCX/PPTX/XLSX

The same as ZIP.

GZIP

Only available compression algorithm.

3.4.2.1 PDF files
The survey presented in 3.1 suggested that PDF files are quite common to backup. PDF files
have a semi plain text structure where the general content of the file is plain text while some
document content called streams can be stored in a binary compressed mode, the full
specification of the latest PDF version can be found in [9]. The streams most often consist of
text or images. A small portion of a PDF file can be seen in Figure 3-1 where both plain text and
a compressed stream are present.
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endstream
endobj
12 0 obj
<</Filter/FlateDecode/Length 64>>
stream
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endstream
endobj
13 0 obj
<</Type/XObject/Subtype/Image/Width 142/Height
142/ColorSpace/DeviceGray/BitsPerComponent 1/Filter/FlateDecode/Length 1103>>
Stream
xœe–Ok$EÀ_OÇé–§{NéÝm3

…
Figure 3-1: Portion of content of a PDF file viewed as plain text. Actual plain text are marked as bold.

One of the available modes that the streams can be stored in is by using the DEFLATE
compression algorithm. By identifying every stream compressed using DEFLATE and
decompressing these followed by a transcoding of the whole uncompressed file rather than
just on the DEFLATED parts a better compression ratio can be achieved compared to using a
general compression algorithm directly on the original file and keeping the DEFLATED parts
intact.
Before trnscoding the uncompressed PDF file the uncompressed parts need to be stored in
such a way that the original DEFLATED data can be restored when decompressing the
transcoded file. By storing an id and a length value for every uncompressed stream the
decoder knows exactly which data that belongs to which stream.
When implementing the PDF specific compression algorithm it was found that some DEFLATED
streams did not match the original stream and since bit-to-bit identical decompression is
critical there is a need for verifying every stream to make sure bit-to-bit identical
decompression is possible. If a verified stream contains less than 16 errors the stream is
considered as good and all error positions are stored within the uncompressed file together
with the stream. In this way the decompressor can correct the defected positions in the
restored DEFLATED stream and maintain bit-to-bit identical decompression.
The chosen structure of the transcoded file format can be seen in Figure 3-2.
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Value Value

Uncompressed
data

Value

…
Index Index

Index Length

Original PDF part

# Uncompressed
streams

Original PDF part

Original PDF part

Original PDF part

Original PDF part

Uncompressed segment

Compress

Figure 3-2: PDF file specific compression file format.

For the transcoding both LZMA2 and BWT will be investigated as final candidates. When
running a test of 20 iterations on data set 7 the result as seen in Table 3-10 was received.
Table 3-10: PDF transcoding performance on data set 5 (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

BWT + MTF + RLE + Huffman

89.8%

1436

4232

6

LZMA2

84.1%

667

4075

6

The efficiency measure is equal for both algorithms but the best choice seems to be to let
LZMA2 compress the uncompressed PDF to gain the most performance although the
compression speed is below the required 1000 kB/s. This is not expected to be a problem since
the compression speed is assumed to be higher on other files and since PDF files do not seem
to be the most common file type the requirement of a compression speed greater than
1000 kB/s can be achieved.
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3.4.2.2 ZIP and Office Open XML files
The ZIP archiver is the most commonly used archiver and has been used in Microsoft’s
operating system since the release of Windows 98 and Apple has been using the format since
Mac OS X 10.3. An overview of the ZIP file format can be seen in Figure 3-3.
Local header 1

Local header 3

File data 1

File header 1 File header 3

File data 3

…

…
File data n

File data 2

Local header n

Local header 2

File entries

File header 2

File header n

Central directory

Figure 3-3: Overview of ZIP-file structure.

The new Office file types defined by Microsoft, as described in [10], which was first used in
their Office 2007 suite implements the ZIP standard to compress their files as a variant of the
Office Open XML file format standard. This allows the files to be significantly smaller than
previous Office documents using the old standard. The new Office standard uses .docx as file
extension whereas the old standard uses .doc as file extension. A comparison of file sizes
between the new and the old standard made with the same content, one page of text, can be
seen in Table 3-11.
Table 3-11: Comparison in file sizes between different Microsoft Office document standards.

Microsoft Office file type

File size [kB]

DOCX

13

DOC

29

What can be noticed is that the file size for the new standard is about 57.5% smaller than the
old standard in this particular case which is a large reduction since the two documents contain
the exact same content. Although the new file type is significantly smaller than the old
standard it still can be made even smaller by using a technique which is applicable to every
variant of ZIP files.
In a ZIP file a file data section either contains uncompressed data or is stored as DEFLATE
compressed data. By localizing and decompress all compressed data and transcoding them
using a better algorithm a higher compression ratio can be achieved than by only using a
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general compression algorithm directly on the file. In order to be able to restore the complete
ZIP file upon decompression extra information has to be stored within the transcoded file
along with the compressed data. By identifying all information the transcoded file format as
seen in Figure 3-4 are going to be used on all types of ZIP files, including Office Open XML files
such as DOCX, PPTX and XLSX.
Local file header

Uncompressed data

Verification byte

Uncompressed segment

Compress

Transcoded file

Figure 3-4: Transcoded file format for ZIP files.

The verification byte is to let the decompressor know it the uncompressed data can be
successfully compressed and obtaining bit-to-bit identical structure. If not a bit-to-bit identical
structure can be obtained the uncompressed data is actually the original compressed data. If
the file is stored as uncompressed data in the ZIP file the verification bit is not present. The
decompressor looks in the local file header to extract the compression method used in order
to make sure whether or not the verification bit is present.
After the zipped file is in uncompressed format the LZMA2 compression algorithm is going to
be used to compress the file based on the test as seen in Table 3-12. Direct BWT and direct
LZMA2 refers to compression of ZIP files using the named algorithm directly on the files
without first decompressing the compressed content.
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Table 3-12: ZIP file type compression performance on data set 4 (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

BWT + MTF + RLE + Huffman

54.7%

818

2914

450

LZMA2

33.3%

391

3945

4443

Direct BWT

73.4%

2265

7806

93

Direct LZMA2

64.9%

1910

6871

256

Although the compression speed is below the required 1000 kB/s the average compression
speed when considering a large set of files is expected to be above the requirement and since
the main target is to improve the compression ratio it is easy to see that LZMA2 outperforms
BWT in this case and therefore seems to be the logical choice.

3.4.3 No compression
Due to the way some file types are structured there is no benefit for a transuding or even any
compression at all to occur. These files typically have a seemingly random binary structure
resulting in a poor compression performance for any general compression algorithm and are
typically structured in such a way that a lot of effort and resources is needed in order to rearrange the structure of the file in order to enhance the compression ratio. Because of the
amount of resources needed to enhance the compression ratio their will not be any gain since
both the compression and the decompression time will be significantly slower compared to
using a general compression algorithm like LZMA2. Then it makes more sense to skip
compression on file types which is known to be hard to compress and not so very common.
The files types that were chosen to be discarded by the compression suite can be seen in Table
3-13.
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Table 3-13: File types discarded by the compression suite due to complex structure.

File type

Associated file types

Video

.3g2, .3gp, .3gp2, .3gpp, .3p2, .aaf, .aep, .aepx, .aetx,
.ajp, .ale, .amv, .amx, .arf, .asf, .asx, .avb, .avi, .avp,
.avs, .axm, .bdm, .admv, .bik, .bin, .bmk, .bsf, .divx,
.f4v, .m1a, .m1v, .m2v, .m4v, .mp1, .mp4, .mkv,
.mpeg, .mpg, .mov, .ogm, .ogv, .ogx, .wmv

Audio

.flac, .wma

Archive

.7z, .ace, .afa, .alz, .apk, .arc, .arj, .ba, .bh, .cab, .cfs,
.spt, .da, .dd, .dgc, .dmg, .gca, .ha, .hki, .ice, .j, .kgb,
.lha, .lzh, .lzx, .pak, .partimg, .paq6, .paq7, .paq8,
.pea, .pim, .pit, .qda, .rar, .rk, .s7z, .sda, .sea, .sen,
.sfx, .sit, .sitx, .sqx, .tgz, .tbz2, .tlz, .uc, .uc0, .uc2,
.ucn, .ur2, .ue2, .uca, .uha, .wim, .xar, .xp3, .yz1,
.zoo, .zz

Compressed file

.bz2, .f, .gz, .lz, .lzma, .lzo, .rz, .sfark, .xz, .z, .infl

By skipping certain file types more resources can be allowed to compress more common files
and file types in need for better compression. As a file type specific compression of JPEG files,
described in 3.4.1, yields promising compression ratios but is slower than by using a general
compression algorithm it is fair to suggest that this can be tolerated by skipping certain files
and therefore obtain a satisfying average compression speed over a large amount of data.

3.5 Inter-file compression
One way of maximizing the performance of the compression suite given a list of available
compression algorithms, a data block to be compressed and information about that particular
data is to allow for inter-file compression within the given data block. By allowing for inter-file
compression the compression ratio can be improved without the compression speed suffering
any noticeable amount.
Before the data block is constructed and sent to the compression suite a sorting of file
extension within a folder takes place. This allows for an increased chance of finding two or
more neighboring files within a data block that uses the same suitable compression algorithm.
By enabling inter-file compression on these files the compression algorithm is likely to find
similarities between files since the files have the same extension and probably roughly contain
similar content and therefore the data is better compressed than without using any inter-file
compression at all.
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Another advantage of using inter-file compression on files compressed with the LZMA2
compression algorithm is due to the way that LZMA2 is implemented in Java. LZMA2 writes a
small header and trailer for every compressed data in order to pass compression parameters
and use “magic” numbers for correct compression recognition. By allowing inter-file
compression on similar files this header and trailer only have to be written ones per files group
instead of writing the header to every file. Table 3-14 shows the difference in compression
performance for data set 3 when inter-file compression is enabled and when inter-file
compression is disabled.
Table 3-14: Comparison of inter-file and intra-file compression on data set 3 (see Appendix A).

Algorithm

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

LZMA2 - inter-file enabled

12.3%

1605

27261

356340

LZMA2 - inter-file disabled

13.1%

887

17536

181980

The data reduction from using inter-file compression on this particular data set compared to
intra-file compression is more than 30 kB of the total uncompressed data size of around
4078 kB. The reason why inter-file compression is the fastest of the two algorithms is due to
the fact that the compression suite does not need to select a suitable algorithm for every file
and as the compression algorithm finds longer matches in the data more content can be
skipped and does not need to be analyzed which is time consuming.
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4 Implementation
This section describes how the compression suite works in some detail and what decisions are
made prior to compression as well as how the compression suite collaborates with the rest of
the software.
Figure 4-1 shows the overall structure of the compression suite. All top-level choices and
decisions are presented and shown in a non-Java specific manner.
From backup software

Data block
Color clarification:
PackJPG

Passed along
with list of file
paths and sizes

Identify all files and choose appropriate
compression algorithm for these

DOCz
PDFz

Compress using
chosen algorithms

BWT
LZMA2

Concatenate compressed data to one
compressed data block
Compressed data block

Packed together
with used
algorithms

Back to backup software

Figure 4-1: Overall flow structure of the compression suite implementation.

As the data gets passed to the compression suite the amount of data varies from 24 MB up to
48 MB in a normal situation. When the last data block is about to be constructed the resulting
size can vary from anything between 100 B up to 48 MB.
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One list with the current file paths and one list with the current file sizes for the files contained
in the data block is passed to the compression suite along with the actual data block. In this
way the compression suite is able to identify and extract all individual files within the data
block. By enabling detection and extraction of individual files together with the file paths for
every file a file type specific compression is made possible. This will, in almost every situation,
increase the compression ratio and therefore enhance the performance of the compression
suite.
When all files are identified and suitable compression algorithms have been chosen for every
file an attempt to compress the data is made. If one particular compression algorithm is
chosen as suitable for several neighboring files in the data block all those files are compressed
together allowing for enhanced compression by enabling inter file compression.
If a compression algorithm is unable to compress the data chosen for that algorithm the data is
passed to the default compression algorithm for a second attempt to compress the data. The
general compression algorithm is designed to work on all files regardless of the file's internal
structure and should therefore be able to compress the data even though it might not be able
to compress it as much as the file type specific algorithm might achieve. In the rare case that
the general compression algorithm fails for some reason the original file is passed back to the
backup software uncompressed. The file type specific compression procedure can be seen in
Figure 4-2.

File(s)

One of the following is returned
by the compression suite

Compress using chosen algorithm

Compression ok?

Yes

Compressed file(s)

No
Compress using default algorithm

Compression ok?

Yes

Compressed file(s)

No

Uncompressed file(s)

Figure 4-2: File type specific compression procedure.
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After all files are compressed they are packed into a compressed data block and sent back to
the backup software. Along with the compressed data a tree structure is sent back to the
backup software describing of which compression algorithm that has been used on the current
data block. By sending a list of used compression algorithms back to the backup software a
correct decision of decompression algorithms can be made prior to decompression.
When decompressing a data block the uncompressed file paths and files sizes as well as a list
of used compression algorithms are passed to the compression suite along with the
compressed data block.
From the compression algorithm list the correct decompression algorithm can be chosen in
order to secure a correct decompression. Not only does this increase the chance of
decompressing the data correctly since a wrong decompression algorithm cannot be chosen
but it also makes further updates to a compression algorithm possible. This applies even if the
software is in use and users have files backed up since the backup software has stored the
used algorithm signatures which are unique for every algorithm as well as for every version of
an algorithm. The decompression procedure can be seen in Figure 4-3.

Compressed file(s)

One of the following is returned
by the compression suite

Decompress using stored algorithm

Decompression ok?

Yes

Decompressed file(s)

No
Error message

Figure 4-3: Decompression procedure.

If the rare case that the decompression algorithm is unable to decompress the data an error
message and error cause is sent back to the backup software to notify the user or software
administrator about the error or to log and report the error for the software developer. The
developer can then hopefully correct the error and release an improved version of the
concerned algorithm.
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5 Results and discussion
Before this master thesis work the LZMA compression algorithm was used on all data
regardless of the content. Therefore the results presented from this master thesis is measured
compared to the LZMA algorithm on data sets of sizes and content thought to be
representative of some common file types used in the system in a future software release.
To get a good measurement of the performance of the developed compression suite the
following scenarios will be tested:



Normal operating environment with data sets of a minimum size of 24 MB and a
maximum size of 48 MB.
Uncommon operating environment with data sets with a minimum size of 100 B and a
maximum size of 24 MB.

Table 5-1 to Table 5-3 the performance of the compression suite compared to the LZMA
compression algorithm on data sets 7, 8 and 9. Figure 5-1 shows the average performance
when considering all data sets.
Table 5-1: Compression performance on data set 7 (see Appendix A).

Compression type

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

Compression suite

71.5%

1692

3398

89

LZMA

79.2%

2491

8269

46

Table 5-2: Compression performance on data set 8 (see Appendix A).

Compression type

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

Compression suite

76.4%

1293

1366

34

100.2%

3110

6721

3

LZMA
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Table 5-3: Compression performance on data set 9 (see Appendix A).

Compression type

CR

CS [kB/s]

DS [kB/s]

Efficiency

Compression suite

75.8%

1309

1550

38

LZMA

95.4%

3071

7065

5

450
400
389

Percentage (%)

350
300
250

LZMA

200
196

150

Compression suite

100
50

100

82

100

100

0
Compression ratio

Compression time Decompression time

Percentage compared to LZMA (lower is better)

Figure 5-1: Average compression performance for data sets 7, 8 and 9 combined.

As seen in Table 5-1 to Table 5-3 the resulting compression ratio and efficiency have improved
for every data set when comparing the result prior to this master thesis work. Figure 5-1 shows
that the average compression gain over LZMA is 18% while both the compression speed and
the decompression speed have been suffering a lot compared to LZMA. It does not seem to be
very good but according to our performance measure, for every compression ratio gain of 5 %
the total time weight can be doubled in order for a compression algorithm to still be
considered being the best possible solution and as long as the compression speed is above
1000 kB/s it actually does not matter that much. When combining the compression speed for
data sets 7, 8 and 9 the average compression speed is 1436 kB/s.
One interesting thing to look at is how the compression suite performs compared to the LZMA
compression algorithm on the last data set for a user which can vary in size of anything from
100 B up to and excluding 24 MB. Figure 5-2 shows the compression performance on parts of
data sets 7, 8 and 9.
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Compressio ratio (lower is better)
Figure 5-2: Compression ratio for parts of data sets 7, 8 and 9 combined.

The results are calculated by compressing all files individually and computing the average and
median compression ratio value for every data set and every data size category.
The compression ratio might be assumed to be improved as the files get larger due to the
likelihood of finding redundant and similar data segments but as Figure 5-2 illustrates the
compression ratio reaches its maximum when compressing files with sizes varying from 2 kB
up to 8 kB. This is due to the fact that those file mostly consists of plain text files which is very
compressible to its nature while files between 512 kB and 4 MB mainly consists of JPEG files
which are not as compressible as plain text files. The smallest files might in some cases result
in larger compressed files size as the compression algorithm is unable to find enough
redundant and similar data to compress them good enough in such small files. As there were
no files present with a file size between 4 MB and 24 MB there are no compression
information about this category of files.
Figure 5-3 shows how much the speed performance of the compression suite suffers when a
low-end computer system is used compared to, what is considered to be, an average computer
system. The two systems are operating on data sets 7, 8 and 9 separately and the total times
for the two systems are calculated both for compression and decompression.
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1436

Average system

1000

Low-end system
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433

529

0
Compression speed

Decompression speed

Speed comparison bewteen average and low-end system (higher is better)
Figure 5-3: Comparison between an average and a low-end computer system.

As seen the low-end computer system does not nearly performs as good as the average
system, in fact the compression speed and decompression speed are more than three times
slower than the average system, which suggests that a user with a low-end computer system
might experience long backup and recovery times if the user chooses to backup a large
amount of files.
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6 Conclusions
As the main target was to compress data in a lossless manner as much as possible while
enabling a compression speed of at least 1 MB/s it is easy to see from the results that this
target has been accomplished for the computer system that is considered to represent an
average system. Of course it is desirable to compress the data as fast as possible but to be
realistic the result presented here are promising and may very well be improved later on for an
even more efficient compression.
The result of the decompression speed for the compression suite presented here fulfills the
requirement of being able to decompress the data faster than it can compress the data which
is good but also not a big surprise since the decompression procedure often is less
computationally heavy. The memory requirement stated in the beginning has also been
accomplished.
The single most important target for this thesis was to improve the compression ratio, which is
the best indicator of how well the compression suite really works and since the average
compression ratio has been improved thought the work of this thesis the performance of the
compression suite is more than adequate.
The emotional target of achieving a compression ratio lower than 67% were unfortunately not
accomplished which would have been nice to achieve because than there is not over allocation
of storage space in the system. Although this target is not necessary to achieve in order for the
system to work it is still a future goal worth trying to accomplish.
All results that were presented in this report were computed on files types merely considered
to be common in a backup system. This may result in a change in performance for the
compression suite while operating in a real system compared to the results computed in this
report. The change in performance is impossible to guess now since there has not been an
opportunity to investigate this further in the time frame given by this thesis.
In the beginning of this thesis a large amount of time was spent on trying to develop a JPEG
coder. Since the result from this work was not used in the final version of the compression
suite a better overall compression performance could have been achieved if the work load
instead had been merely focused on investigating and implementing existing algorithms.
The development of the efficiency measure was not trivial and required a lot of guessing and
many experiments to be adequately good. Since the tradeoff between different parameters
changes for different parts of the operating spectrum it is hard to make a measure which
accounts for every possible edge case in a good way. One example being that if one algorithm
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has a higher compression ratio than another algorithm but still is able to compress the data
fast enough to be considered good even though it is slower than the other algorithm it might
still be possible that the first algorithm is the one to prefer since the compression ratio is the
most important factor.
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7 Future work
The result presented here sets a good basis for further improvements and expansions in terms
of improvements to existing compression algorithms or by adding new algorithms. Therefore
the next logical step in future work would be to concentrate on extracting even more
information of the most common file types when the backup system is up and running in a real
environment. By having a better knowledge of the different file types present in the system
improvement of already existing compression algorithms can be made as well as implementing
new algorithms for file types overlooked in this report.
Another future improvement that can be made is to parallelize the compression procedure as
much as possible. In this way GPU’s and mainly multi-cored CPU’s can improve the
compression speed and decompression speed by several factors which will allow for the
backup software to be perceived as faster as the backup and restoration processes takes less
time.
The efficiency measure can also be improved in the future as the software develops and new
targets arise and old ones are adapted to the new environment as well as making the
efficiency measure take lower boundaries on the compression speed in regard. Another
improvement can be to compare the resulting value to how well the LZMA compression
algorithm performs on the same set of data in order to get an efficiency value that can be
compared among different types of data and algorithms. As the efficiency measure is designed
now the efficiency value is only computed against the absolute compression ratio for the
measured compression algorithm.
One last thing to notice is that as JPEG files are assumed to be the most common file types to
backup perhaps the most important future work will be to investigate and exploit the
possibilities of further compressing JPEG files by developing an inter-file compression
algorithm for JPEG files. In this way the average compression ratio could be significantly
improved by just improving the compression on one particular file type.
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A-1 Data sets

Appendix A Data sets

Data set 1: The Canterbury Corpus
The Canterbury Corpus is a set of files that are often used when comparing compression
algorithm against each other and contains several relatively small files, mostly plain text files.
The full list can be seen in Table A-1.
Table A-1: Canterbury data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

alice29.txt

152089

asyoulik.txt

125179

cp.html

24603

fields.c

11150

grammar.lsp
kennedy.xls

3721
1029744

lcet10.txt

426754

plrabn12.txt

481861

ptt5

513216

sum

38240

xargs.1
Total size

4227
2810784
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Data set 2: The Large Corpus
The Large Corpus is a commonly used set of large text files when the comparison over large
files is needed, mostly because that some compression algorithm needs a big file in order to
perform at its best. The file list can be seen in Table A-2.
Table A-2: Large data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

bible.txt

4047392

E.coli

4638690

world192.txt

2473400

Total size

11159482

Data set 3: Plain text
Plain text data set is a large data set containing several small and large text files contributed by
different people. These files are meant to represent a typical data set of a users text based files
and therefore good to use when comparing compression algorithms meant to be used in the
system. All files can be seen in Table A-3.
Table A-3: Plain text data set.

Filename
alice29.txt
aritmcoder.m
asyoulik.txt

Size [bytes]
152089
57
125179

bdct.m

861

bdwht.m

921

bits.m

1215

block decoding examination.txt

2415

blocktest.m

1610

bquant.m

1214

brec.m

1010

calculateAverageBitGainPerImage.m

1534

code guess.txt
color scheme.txt

180
42

A-3 Data sets

Filename

Size [bytes]

cp.html

24603

dc paeth relative vs absolute.txt

78933

dct2basemx.m

1505

emergency (2).pddl

2974

emergency.pddl

2885

encodeMZ.m

916

encodeMZDC.m

157

examineBlock.m

1012

fields.c
filmer2011.txt
filmer2011_top.txt

11150
3526
136

general_doc.lyx

7730

general_doc.tex

799

getStats.m

879

grammar.lsp

3721

had2basemx.m

1464

halv-marathon-schema.txt

279

hilbertScan.m

326

hori.m

129

huffcode.m
huffman code examination.txt

1448
2098196

huffman.m

1430

ibdct.m

1066

ibdwht.m

1134

ihist.m

1225

imdct.m

1338

jpegAnalyser.m

628

jpegtest.m

381

jpgdcrate.m

1182

jpgqmtx.m

1006

jpgrate.m

1541

lab3 - jacwe852 & matze628.xml
lbg.m
lcet10.txt

11282
1871
426754

Linear vs Paeth pred block 0 component 0 chrominance red.txt

2206

Linear vs Paeth pred block 0 component 0 luminance.txt

1943
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Filename

Size [bytes]

lips_eng.sty

5600

logistics.pddl

2216

lzw_encode.m

3212

lzw_encode2.m

3554

matlab huffman code paeth examination.txt
MyVacuumAgent.java
mzBlocks.m
MZMacroBlock nr99 Desert.jpg DC scan compare.txt

145
10903
1142
636

nearest.c

3315

nearest.m

2321

Node.java

1965

nuclear.xml

5828

Optimized runlength 2.txt

690

Optimized runlength.txt

2125

PackJPG structure.txt

3504

plrabn12.txt
problem.pddl
ptt5

481861
1741
513216

review.txt

1971

runlength.m

5709

Skanordning.txt

766

sos_problem (2).pddl

1179

sos_problem.pddl

2151

sum
testbench.m

38240
497

testbench_am.html

7688

testbench_am.m

2311

testbench_mdct.m

2244

testbench2.m

2483

testbench4.m

1733

testbench5.m

1789

trainvq.m

8339

tranform block examination.txt

10744

transcoder.m

2288

tsbk02.m

2121

TSDT74rapport.log

29544

A-5 Data sets

Filename
TSDT74rapport.tex

Size [bytes]
13909

uniquant.m

980

vert.m

129

workspace_for_examining_jpegs.m

845

World.java

1989

xargs.1

4227

zigzag.m

1737

Total size

4175669

Data set 4: Office Open XML documents
Office Open XML documents contain several documents in the new document format specified
by Microsoft when introducing Office 2007. The complete file list can be seen in Table A-4.
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Table A-4: Office Open XML documents data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

CV.docx

21072

Halvtidspresentation.pptx

190440

Halvtidspresentation__16_9.pptx

190717

Halvtidssammanfattning.docx

14523

Innovationplan_A.docx

95742

Inter-fil-komprimering.docx

13721

JPEG-struktur.docx

14127

Manuell_avkodning_av_första_blocket_av_Desert.jpg.xlsx

10157

Personligt_brev.docx

15469

Planeringsrapport.docx

35607

Total size

601575

Data set 5: JPEG
JPEG data set is a data set exclusively containing similar JPEG images. This set is good when
testing and evaluating JPEG specific compression as well as inter file JPEG specific
compression. The full file list can be seen in Table A-5.
Table A-5: JPEG data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

10_10_1.jpg

440767

10_10_2.jpg

447736

10_10_3.jpg

468498

10_10_4.jpg

414279

10_10_5.jpg

416809

10_10_6.jpg

396736

10_10_7.jpg

424099

10_10_8.jpg

440656

10_10_9.jpg

437362

10_10_10.jpg

430774

10_10_11.jpg

489670

10_10_12.jpg

423010

10_10_13.jpg

439120

A-7 Data sets

Filename

Size [bytes]

10_10_14.jpg

525110

10_10_15.jpg

444658

10_10_16.jpg

415741

10_10_17.jpg

476677

10_10_18.jpg

433671

10_10_19.jpg

423422

10_10_20.jpg

400700

10_10_21.jpg

470515

10_10_22.jpg

424863

10_10_23.jpg

415055

10_10_24.jpg

453794

10_10_25.jpg

479780

10_10_26.jpg

460927

10_10_27.jpg

410052

10_10_28.jpg

418987

10_10_29.jpg

495944

10_10_30.jpg

485959

10_10_31.jpg

468267

10_10_32.jpg

490002

Total size

14263640

Data set 6: PDF
PDF data set is a data set exclusively containing PDF files. This set of files is good when testing
PDF specific compression. The complete file list can be seen in Table A-6.
Table A-6: PDF data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

pdf (1).pdf

443892

pdf (2).pdf

87381

pdf (3).pdf

2602889

pdf (4).pdf

1203563

pdf (5).pdf

800863

pdf (6).pdf

147681
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Filename

Size [bytes]

pdf (7).pdf

276074

pdf (8).pdf

133696

pdf (9).pdf

3163861

pdf (10).pdf

2963615

pdf (11).pdf

233431

pdf (12).pdf

582410

pdf (13).pdf

1373336

pdf (14).pdf

166372

pdf (15).pdf

356459

pdf (16).pdf

116128

pdf (17).pdf

120006

pdf (18).pdf

549745

pdf (19).pdf

155239

pdf (20).pdf

2566647

pdf (21).pdf

122004

pdf (22).pdf

339111

pdf (23).pdf

1058883

pdf (24).pdf

23423

pdf (25).pdf

61865

pdf (26).pdf

95587

pdf (27).pdf

322657

pdf (28).pdf

865895

pdf (29).pdf

1194783

pdf (30).pdf

406006

Total size

22533502

Data set 7: Johny
Johny data set is a set of files contributed specifically for this master thesis by a potential user
of the final software. The complete set of files can be seen in Table A-7.

A-9 Data sets

Table A-7: Johny data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

IMG.jpg

896883

IMG_0001.jpg

741704

IMG_0002.jpg

835288

IMG_0003.jpg

546049

IMG_0004.jpg

492262

JohanNygårdh_jonhy894.pdf

188434

JohanNygårdh_jonhy894_uppgift2.pdf
presentation.docx

7125
760953

Un viaje por América del Sur.docx

13720

Un viaje por América del SurPret (2).docx

16159

Un viaje por América del SurPret.docx

13689

Extra_oevningsmtrl_kap_1-6.pdf

2221849

Extra_oevningsmtrl_kap_1-6_Traduce.pdf

659535

ordlista_1.pdf

178491

ordlista_2.pdf

67794

ordlista_3.pdf

92799

Ordlista_4.pdf

134556

facit_exempeltenta_delA.pdf

16772

IMG.jpg

695734

IMG_0001.jpg

691031

IMG_0002.jpg

682693

IMG_0003.jpg

617170

IMG_0004.jpg

518433

Tenta del A.pdf

281403

materialfratttrnainfrprovet.zip

2924011

tentanochfacit_.zip

2403357

Exempeltenta_delB_HT09.pdf

101633

facit_exempeltenta_b.pdf

53227

Lektionsplanering V.50.doc

143360

mergedAll.pdf
rep_material_tenta_b.pdf
rep_material_u6-10.pdf

2668373
778483
1622651

vocabulario_de_rapido_9.pdf

86848

vocabulario_de_rapido_10.pdf

100350

glossary.docx

23860
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Filename

Size [bytes]

Lektionsplanering, Unidad-2.doc

41984

Lektionsplanering, Unidad-3.doc

55296

Momentschema, första delen.doc

126464

alice29.txt

152089

asyoulik.txt

125179

cantrbry.zip

733976

cp.html

24603

encode.m

181

entropy.asv

276

entropy.m

395

fields.c
grammar.lsp

11150
3721

kennedy.xls

1029744

large.zip

3256280

lcet10.txt

426754

plrabn12.txt

481861

ptt5

513216

sum

38240

test.m

251

test.txt

37

xargs.1

4227

arithex.pdf

41205

lect1b.pdf

122792

lect2b.pdf

172934

lect3b.pdf

119024

lect4b.pdf

312359

lect5b.pdf

137757

lect6b.pdf

112567

lect7b.pdf

50847

lect8b.pdf

112578

lect9b.pdf

196535

Total size

30681201

A-11 Data sets

Data set 8: Oskro
Oskro data set is a set of files contributed specifically for this master thesis by a potential user
of the final software. The complete set of files can be seen in Table A-8.
Table A-8: Oskro data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

IMG_2974.JPG

1079502

IMG_2975.JPG

1138570

IMG_2976.JPG

1313531

IMG_2977.JPG

1171934

IMG_2978.JPG

993601

IMG_2979.JPG

1244614

IMG_2980.JPG

998821

IMG_2981.JPG

1049217

IMG_2982.JPG

1231893

IMG_2983.JPG

984662

IMG_2984.JPG

1135432

IMG_2985.JPG

1083905

IMG_2986.JPG

823517

IMG_2987.JPG

1179300

IMG_2988.JPG

971557

IMG_2989.JPG

1139767

IMG_2990.JPG

1050203

Total size

18590026
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Data set 9: Petas
Petas data set is a set of files contributed specifically for this master thesis by a potential user
of the final software. The complete set of files can be seen in Table A-9.
Table A-9: Petas data set.

Filename

Size [bytes]

8.BootstrappersBible.pdf

1188201

Berakningar branslen.xlsx

59359

Branslen teknik.docx

148675

DSCN5967.JPG

3501439

DSCN5968.JPG

3585101

DSCN5969.JPG

3532918

DSCN6462.JPG

3392766

DSCN6463.JPG

3454742

DSCN6464.JPG

3620462

Elfakturor sammanstallt.xlsx

28335

Forstudie_presentation_Torpa_gallande.pptx

740023

IMG_0327.JPG

678757

IMG_0339.JPG

731473

IMG_0364.JPG

665789

Panna-Passat-New.jpg

118690

Panna-passat-Old.jpg

139051

Projektplan.docx

353405

Riskanalys projektplan.docx

19112

RME och biogas.docx

137231

RyanairBoardingPass.pdf

123896

SR808.pdf

549725

Ticket.pdf

145492

Total size

26914642

